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Themainstream in undergraduate datamining algorithm education is using algorithms as black-boxes with known inputs

and outputs, while students have the possibility to adjust parameters. Newly proposed white-box algorithms provide

students a deeper insight into the structure of an algorithm, and allow them to assemble algorithms from algorithm design

components. In this paper a recently proposeddatamining framework forwhite-boxdecision tree algorithmsdesignwill be

evaluated. As the white-box approach has been experimentally proven very useful for producing algorithms that perform

better on data, in this paper it is reported how students perceive the white-box approach. An open source data mining

platform for white-box algorithm design will be evaluated as technologically enhanced learning tool for teaching decision

tree algorithms.An experiment on 51 studentswas conducted.A repeatedmeasures experimentwas done: the students first

worked with the black-box approach, and then with the white box approach on the same data mining platform. Student’s

accuracy and time efficiency were measured. Constructs from the technology acceptance model (TAM) were used to

measure the acceptance of the proposed platform. It was concluded that, in comparison to the black-box algorithm

approach, there is no difference in perceived usefulness, as well as in the accuracy of produced decision treemodels. On the

other hand, the black-box approach is easier for users than the white-box approach.However, perceived understanding of

white-box algorithms is significantly higher. Evidence is given that the proposed platformcould be very useful for student’s

education in learning data mining algorithms.
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1. Introduction

Data mining for undergraduate students is being

offered at a large number of universities worldwide

[1]. Data mining is prevalently thought with the

black-box (BB) approach paradigm. The most

famous textbooks for data mining courses are

[2, 3]. These course books utilize the BB approach.

The BB approach enables users to use predefined

algorithms, to set parameters and to retrievemodels
which help them detect regularities (patterns) in

data. In this way, ease of use is achieved, since

users do not have to understand the underlying

process of the algorithms they use. BB approach

users have to search for the best suitable algorithm

(and optimal parameters) for the data at hand on a

trial-and-error basis, which is a time consuming

process.
This paper evaluates a newly proposed paradigm

in datamining, i.e. the white-box approach (WB). It

is based on the idea of assembling algorithms

through algorithm parts which solve certain algo-

rithm sub-problems (e.g. how to evaluate a decision

tree split). These algorithm building-blocks enable

the student a deeper insight into the algorithm

structure. Students are taught that algorithm build-
ing blocks can be found not only in existing BB

algorithms, but also in partial improvements of

solutions for algorithm sub-problems. Algorithm
parts exchange can improve algorithm perfor-

mance, as reported in [4].

In [5] several WB decision tree algorithms were

analysed and a generic decision tree structure which

can reproduce a large family of known black-box

decision trees has been proposed. This structure

allows creating even more new algorithms by algo-

rithm parts exchange of black-box algorithms and
their improvements. The same authors propose a

generic structure that consists of sub-problems

which are parts of algorithms that must be solved

in order to make an algorithm work (e.g. decide

what evaluation measure should be used for splits

evaluation). There are many algorithmic compo-

nents also known as reusable components for sol-

ving the sub-problems (e.g. for the evaluate split
sub-problem there is: gain ration, gini index, etc). By

combining reusable components (RCs) through

sub-problems, a plethora of algorithms can be

designed. [4] proved that it is beneficial to use

these algorithms as interchange of RCs with

white-box algorithm design which can produce

more accurate decision treemodels than the original

algorithms.
Besides, finding the near optimal algorithms for
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the data at hand [4] showed that designing white-

box algorithm enables more detailed characteriza-

tion of algorithms and potentially better evaluation

of algorithm parts and algorithms as units. On the

other hand, there is no mathematical proof that the

algorithmic parts in black-box algorithms are opti-
mally assembled, i.e. there can be datasets where

these algorithmic parts or their synergy prevent

algorithms to perform well. White-box design

enables overcoming hard bindings of components

in black-box algorithms that can, depending on

data, prevent an algorithm from performing well.

On the other hand, in white-box design it is possible

to combine RCs freely so this problem can occur
rarely.

A major problem that emerged with white-box

algorithm design is an abundant pool of available

algorithms, making it even harder to choose an

appropriate algorithm for the data at hand. There-

fore, [6] proposed an evolutionary procedure for

searching for the best RC-based decision tree algo-

rithm and its parameterization.
In this paper, we will evaluate how the white-box

algorithm design approach is perceived by students,

and whether this approach is suitable for educating

students in data mining algorithms.

We made a pilot experiment, testing students’

acceptance of the white-box approach with two

constructs from the famous technology acceptance

model [7], i.e. perceived usefulness and perceived
ease of use. In addition to testing these constructs,

we also tested perceived understanding as, due to

the white-box approach, this could be one of the

benefits of using white-box algorithm design for

students.

In this paper, we evaluate the open-source data

mining platform for white-box decision tree design

WhiBo [8] as a potential technologically enhanced
learning tool for teaching data mining algorithms.

As there is no formal proof why algorithm compo-

nents should be assembled like in black-box algo-

rithms, we believe that engineering education can

benefit from using the WhiBo platform, as it can

stimulate their understanding of algorithms and

additionally enable them to achieve better results

in data mining.

2. Related work

The paramount approach in data mining algorithm

design and application is black-box approach iden-

tified top 10 most popular data mining algorithms.

All of these are black-box algorithms. Although
black-box algorithms are the prevailing way of

using algorithms, it has recently been shown that

white-box algorithms can achieve better results than

black-box algorithms [4].

With the development of reusable design in

architecture [10] and software engineering [11]

white-box design was also proposed in data

mining [12, 5] as it could supposedly produce

better algorithms while combining advances of

existing algorithms.
This is also supported by the series of NFL

theories where it is shown that for every problem

(dataset) one can theoretically assemble the best

algorithm, while this algorithm can perform

poorly even on datasets that differ only slightly

from original datasets [13]. Therefore, in [4] it is

shown that, for a problem, it is reasonable to search

for the best RC interplay, instead of choosing the
best among the predefined black-box algorithms.

The search for the most accurate algorithm, how-

ever, is an optimization problem and it is difficult

due to many available algorithms and parameters

settings.

The white-box approach is distinctive for its

greater openness to system design, than the black-

box approach, which allows users and developers to
have deeper insight of algorithm characteristics [4].

Openness of systems has always been an interesting

research topic. [14] has done a research in the area of

marketing DSS openness. She analyzed the influ-

ence that openness has on mental model quality,

experience, decision confidence [15], and intensity of

use. The author shows that openness decreases the

reliance effect [16] but does not have influence on the
decision makers’ evaluation of their decision. [17]

show that transparency (openness) has a positive

impact on user’s trust and user’s acceptance of a

content-based art recommender.However, showing

how certain the system was of a recommendation

had no influence on the trust and acceptance.

To evaluate the proposed approach and open-

source framework for white-box algorithm design,
we utilized constructs from the technology accep-

tance model (TAM) [7], i.e. perceived usefulness,

and perceived ease of use. These constructs are the

key determinants for actual user acceptance of a

model. TAM has been widely accepted and applied

in many areas similar to the research in this paper.

E.g. [18] proposed a user acceptance model for

open-source software which analyzed software
quality, system capability, social influence, and soft-

ware flexibility, and their influence on perceived

usefulness and perceived ease of use, which further

influenced intention to use and usage behavior. [1]

analyzed user acceptance of enterprise resource

planning systems. They showed that user’s percep-

tion or perceived usefulness, easy usage, and level of

intrinsic involvement affected user’s intention to use
an ERP. [20] showed that user guidance influenced

both perceived usefulness and ability to learn, which

further influenced user satisfaction. [21] evaluated
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an intelligent DSS and showed that perceived

understanding had positive impact on perceived

usefulness. Although the proposed system had low

ease of use, it ranked well in all other analyzed

criteria due to its openness. Although open systems

are generally more complex, [22] provides evidence
that although users tend to use less complexmodels,

they are willing to use more complex models if the

benefits shown to them are ‘‘made more salient’’.

Perceived understanding of users has been found

to contribute to successful adoption of a system [16,

23, 24]. [25] identified perceived understanding as

one of the key factors influencing analyst’s decision

to continue to use conceptual modeling.
The interaction users have with decision trees was

previously researched as decision trees produce, per

se, comprehensive models. [24] analyzed accuracy,

response time and answering confidence of users

working with comprehensible models (decision

tables, decision trees and rule-based predictive

models). [26] proposed an interactive decision tree

classifier in Weka [27] and reported how experts
could interactively be involved in building decision

tree models. [28] made a pilot study how users

interacted with machine learning system. They

evaluated the email spam filter, how users under-

stood it and how they could better interact with it.

[29] evaluated effectiveness of game based learning

and influence of cognitive styles. The same authors

evaluated knowledge and game based learning with
a model driven approach [30].

Teaching students algorithms is also an interest-

ing research topic. E.g. [31]made a pilot study about

a computer environment for teaching beginners to

sort algorithms. [32] further evaluated this environ-

ment taking into account gender and learning styles

as well.

3. White-box decision tree algorithms

In [5], authors proposedRCs for white-box decision
tree design. In Table 1 we show RCs used in the

experiment in this paper, as well as their parameter-

ization. RCs are grouped according to sub-pro-

blems they resolve. Every sub-problem has

standardized I/O structure, and can be solved with

one or more RCs.

Every sub-problem used in the experiment will be

shortly described.
Create split: In order to make decision tree grow,

splits have to be created. Splits are dependent on the

type of attributes. Therefore, in Table 1 there is a

sub-problem for numerical, as well as for catego-

rical attributes. For CSN, there is only one RC, i.e.

‘‘binary’’ so there is only the possibility either to

choose or not to choose this RC (2 options).

For the CSC sub-problem there are three RCs:

1. Binary: that produces two branches, and has

the effect to produce deep and thin trees,

2. Multiway: that produces as many branches as

there are categories in categorical attributes,

thus producing shallow and wide trees, and

3. Significant: that groups statistically similar
categories in one branch, and can thus produce

between binary and multiway branches (inclu-

sive binary and multiway) dependent on
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Table 1. Decision tree sub-problems and RCs with corresponding parameters

Sub-problem Reusable component Parameters

Create split (Numerical)
abbreviation: CSN

BINARY ‘‘bn’’
Create split (Categorical)
abbreviation: CSC

BINARY ‘‘bc’’
MULTIWAY ‘‘mc’’
SIGNIFICANT ‘‘sc’’ merge alpha (def. 0.05, min 0, max 1),

split alpha (def. 0.05,min 0, max 1)
ALL

Evaluate split
abbreviation: ES

CHI SQUARE ‘‘cs’’
INFORMATION GAIN ‘‘ig’’
GAIN RATIO ‘‘gr’’
GINI ‘‘gi’’
DISTANCEMEASURE ‘‘dm’’

Stop criteria
abbreviation: SC

MAXIMAL TREE DEPTH ‘‘mtd’’ tree depth (def. 10000, min 1, max 10000)
MINIMAL NODE SIZE ‘‘mns’’ node size (def. 1, min 1, max 1000)

Prune tree
abbreviation: PT

PESSIMISTIC ERROR PRUNING ‘‘pep’’ pruning severity (def. 0.0001, min 0.0001, max 0.5)
MINIMAL LEAF SIZE ‘‘mls’’ leaf size (def. 1, min 1 max 1000)



whether there are significant attributes between

categories or no.

Additionally, one can choose to select none of

these RCs (this is only possible if CSN RC was

previously chosen), to choose only one RC, to
choose all RCs at the same time, or to choose any

combination ofRCs together (e.g. binary andmulti-

way). Therefore, there are totally 7 options of

combining the three RCs in the CSC sub-problem.

Evaluate split: Candidate splits have to be eval-

uated with an evaluation measure. This is an obli-

gatory step and splits can only be evaluatedwith one

RC in a decision tree model. Therefore, the users
have 5 options available.

Stop criteria: Trees have natural stopping criteria,

i.e. when all cases from a dataset are assigned to

leaves (terminal nodes), or when all leaves are pure.

Choosing RCs from this sub-problem is, therefore,

optional. As there are two RCs available, and

because it is possible to choose either one or both

of these together, there are totally 4 options users
can choose when selecting RCs for this sub-pro-

blem.

Prune tree: After a tree is grown, it can be pruned

optionally so its complexity is reduced while classi-

fication accuracy improves (a solution for handling

the ‘‘over fitting’’ problem). A user, according to

Table 1, has the option to choose ‘‘pep’’, ‘‘mls’’, no

RC, or both together, thereby making 4 options for
a user.

Therefore, with this setup of white-box design

(Table 1), a user has the option to build 1279

(2*7*5*4*4 –1) algorithms by combining the avail-

able RCs for solving sub-problems. On the other

hand, we used the white-box algorithm design

environment to reconstruct popular black-box deci-

sion tree algorithms (C4.5, CART, and CHAID).
Thiswas done to achieve fairness between algorithm

comparisons [33]. They were reconstructed as:

1. C4.5: CSN = ‘‘bn’’; CSC = ‘‘mc’’; ES = ‘‘gr’’;

SC = ‘‘mtd’’, ‘‘mns’’; PT = ‘‘pep’’, ‘‘mls’’

2. CART: CSN = ‘‘bn’’; CSC = ‘‘bc’’; ES = ‘‘gi’’;

SC = ‘‘mtd’’, ‘‘mns’’; PT = ‘‘pep’’, ‘‘mls’’

3. CHAID: CSN = ‘‘bn’’; CSC = ‘‘sc’’; ES = ‘‘cs’’;
SC = ‘‘mtd’’, ‘‘mns’’; PT = ‘‘pep’’, ‘‘mls’’

The default values for parameters ‘‘mtd’’, ‘‘mns’’;

‘‘pep’’, and ‘‘mls’’ were set to such values that don’t

influence a decision tree model. This was done with

purpose, as users could, by changing these para-

meters, produce variations of algorithm, making 48

possible variations of algorithms in total.
Although there is a huge misbalance between the

number ofwhite-box and black-box algorithms, it is

necessary, because it reflects the nature of things.

Note that there are only twomoreRCs in white-box

approach for evaluation split that haven’t been used

in black-box algorithms (information gain, and

distance measure). Hence, by just combining RCs

that are held within black-box algorithms, 671

white-box algorithms could be produced. By

adding even more RCs for each sub-problem, the
number of possible combinations grows rapidly.

4. Experimental evaluation

We conducted the experiment on 51 senior year

management students doing a course in business

intelligence who had already been acquainted with

popular black-box decision tree algorithms. The

experiment was conducted on the Rapid Miner
data mining platform version 4.4. The experiment

consisted of two parts:

1. Searching in ten trials for the most accurate

decision treewith the black-box (BB) approach.

2. Searching in ten trials for the most accurate

decision tree with the white-box (WB)
approach.

The task of the users was to choose algorithms

and setup parameters in the black-box approach,

and then to design and setup parameters with the

white-box approach. As students had already been

familiar with the black-box approach through stan-
dard courses at the Faculty, we opted for the

students to work first with the black-box approach,

and then with the white-box approach.

Before the experiment started, the students had

been told what the goal of the experiment had been,

and they had been shown, as an example, how to use

C4.5 and how to design a white-box algorithm of

their own. The participants received user manuals
(Appendix B) which should help them to under-

stand quickly the algorithm parameters as well as

RCs for white-box users.

Data mining streams were set like in Fig. 1. The

dataset was divided into train and test dataset (2:1),

but the students were unaware of that proportion.

After each trial students received reports of the

achieved accuracy of a decision tree model. The
students wrote down the achieved accuracy of each

model.

When working with the black-box algorithms,

students were able to choose among three algo-

rithms and setup parameters. Fig. 2 shows default

parameters for C4.5 and CART, that take the same

values as in white-box algorithms RCs (default

values don’t have an influence on decision tree
growth). The students were told that parameters

default values had been chosen in away that doesn’t

influence decision tree growth. The only parameters

that could have influence with the default values
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were themerge and split parameters inCHAID, and
the students were aware of that.

In the second part of the experiment, participants

worked with white-box algorithms. They then

designed algorithms and set the parameters of

RCs as shown in Fig. 3.

We used the WhiBo plug-in [8] for Rapid Miner

[34] as the experimental environment in which we

evaluated the white-box approach. Within the
WhiBo environment, we used CART, CHAID

and C4.5 as the black-box algorithms, and the

WhiBo decision tree designer (Fig. 3) for building

white-box decision-trees.

WhiBo decision tree designer contains four adap-

tive panels (Fig. 3):

� The left panel contains several buttons. Every

button represents a sub-problem. When a sub-

problem is selected, the upper central panel shows

available RCs for solving it.

� The upper central panel allows users to choose an
RC and save it for solving a sub-problem. The

lower central panel shows parameters for a

selected RC. Users can also choose multiple

RCs for some sub-problems (e.g. multiple stop-

ping criteria).

� The right panel documents the designed generic

tree algorithm (selected RCs and their para-

meters).
� The top panel contains options for creating new,

saving current or opening existing white-box

algorithms.

All participants were randomly assigned to a

dataset. All students received a dataset description

(attributes and their values, label attribute and its
value) and the goal of the classification. From these,

students could find out what data types they should

work with, how many categories there are in cate-

gorical attributes, how many attributes there are in
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Fig. 1. Rapid Miner Streams: (a) black-box (b) white-box.

Fig. 2. Parameter adjustment for C4.5 and CART.



the dataset etc. The students were randomly
assigned to one of the following datasets (Table 2):

1. Car evaluation (car), available through UCI

[35],
2. Nursery (nur), available through UCI [35], and

3. Telco (tel), a churn dataset available through

SPSS.

Students were assigned to ‘‘car’’ (18), ‘‘nur’’ (16),
and ‘‘tel’’ (17) datasets. We tested users on three

datasets because we didn’t want the results to be

dataset-dependent, as it is common in data mining,

for algorithms performance to depend on dataset

characteristics. We showed later that datasets had

no impact on students’ answers to the questionnaire

they were given after they had evaluated the algo-

rithms.
Datasets were chosen to be ‘‘people-oriented’’,

i.e. the classification problemwas to be understand-

able to students (they introduced the meaning and

characteristics of each dataset). They were also

chosen according to the number of significant

differences that could be found on a dataset when

comparing algorithms in pairs. From [4] we knew

that on ‘‘car’’ and ‘‘nursery’’ datasets 58% and 43%
of significant differences were found in 80 compo-

nent-based algorithms paired comparisons, which

means that students could find more accurate algo-

rithms more easily. On the other hand, using the

samemethodology, we found only 4% of significant

differences on ‘‘telco’’ which means that, for stu-

dents, it would be more difficult to find significantly

more accurate algorithms. In this way, we had two
datasets where there were a lot of significant differ-

ences and one dataset where there were only a small

number of these differences. Additionally, on the

‘‘car’’ dataset black-box algorithms CART and

CHAID were in the group of most dominant algo-

rithms. Finally, we set the following hypothesis:

H1: Users will find at least as good algorithms with

the white-box approach as with the black-box

approach.

[4] showed that white-box algorithms can outper-

form black-box algorithms. In the aforementioned

research, authors tested 80 component-based algo-

rithms and reported the most-accurate algorithms.

All were white-box algorithms, but on some data-
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Fig. 3.White-box algorithms design and parameter setup

Table 2. Datasets used in the experiment and their basic characteristics

Dataset No. cat. attrib. No. num. attrib. No. records No. classes

car 6 0 1728 4
nur 8 0 12960 4
tel 19 22 1000 2



sets, in the group of best performing algorithms,

there were also well-known algorithms (e.g. on the

‘‘car’’ dataset). In the research in this paper, stu-

dents could theoretically evaluate 1279 white-box

algorithms, while they were given the chance to

analyze only 10. On the other hand, students work-
ingwith the black-box algorithms used 3 algorithms

(C4.5, CART, and CHAID) which theoretically

could produce, in total, 48 algorithm variations of

the original algorithms (by using pruning and stop

criteria as parameters).

White-box users had clearly a harder job to per-

form. Furthermore, white-box algorithms could

also produce worse algorithms than black-box
algorithms, as they cover a larger algorithmic

space. Although the students have a larger algorith-

mic space to explore using the white-box approach,

we expect them to find at least as good algorithms or

better ones thanwith the black-box approach, as we

believe the understanding of the white-box

approach will enable students to design good deci-

sion tree models.

H2: Users will experience greater perceived under-

standing while working with white-box algo-

rithms than while working with black-box

algorithms.

The main benefit of white-box algorithms for

users, besides the possibility to gain more accurate

algorithms as shown in [4], is that they should

experience a better understanding of the algorithms
they use, which can lead, besides better education

effects, to increased acceptance of white-box algo-

rithms in the education process as shown in e.g. [17].

H3. White-box users will have no less perceived

usefulness than black-box users

[22] showed that users are more willing to use

more complex models if they are explicitly aware of

the benefits they can achieve. Although white-box
models are generally more complex, we believe that

students will perceive their usefulness, which

shouldn’t be smaller than the one of black-box

algorithms.

H4. White-box users will experience less ease of use

than black box users

The white-box approach offers more possibilities

for users. On the other hand it is more complicated,
as users will havemore options to perform. This will

supposedly make black-box algorithms easier to

use.

5. Results

Weused a questionnaire to test perceived usefulness

and perceived ease of use, proposed by [7]. In

addition, we added six questions of our own to

test perceived understanding. This questionnaire

contained in total 18 items measured on a 1–5

Likert scale (see Appendix A for details). Internal

consistency of these questions was measured with

Cronbach alpha. All groups of questions received a
fair Cronbach alpha value. Perceived understand-

ing had a 0.73, perceived usefulness 0.76, and

perceived ease of use 0.75. Due to a small number

of participants, we didn’t do anymore sophisticated

analysis which could give a clearer picture of the

righteousness of the perceived understanding ques-

tions. Therefore, the reported results in this paper

are reported as a pilot experiment, and would need
more thorough analysis in the future.

To show that datasets had no impact on ques-

tionnaire results, we performed clustering on the

questionnaire results on 18 questions about per-

ceived understanding, perceived usefulness, and

perceived ease of use. The dataset label was

regarded as real clustering. If the results were

different across datasets, all answers would be
clustered in datasets, which would mean that the

respondent results are dataset-dependent.

The number of clusters was set to be 3 as there

were three datasets, and for the initial centroids of

these clusters the mean of respondents that worked

on a dataset were calculated. We performed stan-

dard K-means algorithms and measured two eva-

luation measures, i.e. adjusted rand index [36] and
adjusted mutual information [37]. We obtained the

following results 0.0078 and 0.0057 which indicates

a non-existing clustering structure, which means

that the choice of a dataset had no influence on

respondent results.

We also performed ANOVA F-tests on the ques-

tionnaire results to measure whether perceived

understanding, perceived ease of use, and perceived
usefulness with white-box and black-box design

were significantly different dependent on a dataset

(Table 3). The results indicate that the selection of

datasets had no influence on perceived ease of use,

usefulness and understanding on the sample of 51

analyzed students.

Since white-approach enables design of large

space of algorithms, we wanted to investigate stu-
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Table 3. Results of ANOVA F-test of perceived understanding
(WB and BB), perceived usefulness (WB and BB), and perceived
ease of use (WB and BB) on three datasets

F Sig.

Perceived understanding WB 3.15 0.0518
Perceived understanding BB 0.54 0.5868
Perceived usefulness WB 0.08 0.9199
Perceived usefulness BB 1.08 0.3475
Perceived ease of use WB 0.15 0.8613
Perceived ease of use BB 0.93 0.4031



dents’ objective understanding of WB algorithms

and datasets. So we compared the results of stu-

dents, to the best results students were able to

achieve theoretically. In Table 4, we show 80 algo-

rithms proposed in [4] and their achieved accuracies

in the experimental setup done in this paper.

As there is, theoretically, an infinite number of
algorithms that could be evaluated (due to para-

meter setting) we additionally searched the white-

box algorithm space with an evolutionary algo-

rithms from [6] for the most accurate algorithm.

The evolutionary algorithm found:

1. on ‘‘car’’ dataset 41 algorithms with maximal

accuracy of 98,6%;

2. on ‘‘nur’’ dataset one algorithm with maximal

accuracy 93.6% (CSN = ‘‘bn’’; CSC = ‘‘sc’’

(0,312; 0,036); ES = ‘‘ig’’; PT= ‘‘pep’’ (0,031));
and

3. on ‘‘tel’’ dataset 32 algorithms with maximal

accuracy of 78,2%.

The evolutionary search found the most accurate

algorithms, as it had an efficient way to search

through the RC and parameter space.

We will show how the students performed on the

given task. Tables 5 and 6 show average (with

standard deviation), maximal, and minimal accura-

cies of algorithms students tested on 3 datasets and
average on all datasets with the black-box (Table 5)

and white-box (Table 6) approach. Regarding the

‘‘max-min’’ column, we notice that WB users had a

larger value, which indicates that, for them, it was

more difficult to find the most appropriate algo-

rithm.

From Table 7 we conclude that there is no differ-

ence in average achieved accuracies in all datasets.

The results are, however, dependent on the choice
from a dataset. On the ‘‘nur’’ dataset, participants

managed to find more accurate algorithms with the

white-box algorithms, while on ‘‘car’’, users found

significantly better results with the black-box

approach. This is, however, not surprising knowing

that the black-box algorithms CART, and CHAID

are in the group of the best algorithms on ‘‘car’’

dataset [4]. On the ‘‘tel’’ dataset, there were no
significant differences between the white-box and

black-box algorithm approach.

It is interesting, though, that those participants’

average minimal accuracies were generally larger

with the white-box approach, than with the black-

box approach. That is also concluded on the ‘‘car’’

and ‘‘nur’’ dataset, but not on ‘‘tel’’. The general

conclusion would be that, with the WB approach,
participants can achieve both better and worse

results due to many possibilities of algorithm
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Table 4. Accuracy of 80 white-box algorithms from [4] on three datasets learned on 2
3
of each dataset and evaluated on 1

3
of each dataset

Dataset avg std max min max-min

car 90.65% 2.92% 94.13% 84.28% 9.85%
nur 88.13% 1.50% 91.71% 85.11% 6.60%
tel 70.35% 4.12% 76.72% 63.13% 13.59%

Table 5.Maximal and average accuracies with standard deviations with black-box approach users achieved in 10 trials on 3 datasets and
average on all datasets. Bold value is significantly better (p<0.05) compared to the white-box approach. Bold-italic value is significantly
better (p<0.01) compared to the black-box approach.

Dataset avg std max min max-min

car 89.10% 5.03% 94.33% 80.77% 13.56%
nur 87.97% 2.18% 91.08% 84.26% 6.82%
tel 72.15% 2.74% 75.82% 67.69% 8.13%
ALL 82.89% 3.36% 86.92% 77.32% 9.60%

Table 6.Maximal and average accuracies with standard deviations with white-box approach users achieved in 10 trials on 3 datasets and
average on all datasets. Bold-italic value is significantly better (p<0.01) compared to the black-box approach

Dataset avg std max min max-min

car 87.88% 6.19% 93.79% 76.13% 17.66%
nur 86.00% 10.08% 93.14% 66.94% 26.20%
tel 71.77% 3.01% 75.62% 66.69% 8.93%
ALL 81.72% 6.29% 87.30% 70.03% 17.27%

Table 7. P-values from the independent samples from t-test. Bold
andbold-italic values show significant differences on the (p<0.05)
and (p<0.01) level respectively

Dataset avg max min

car 0.2256 0.0421 0.0242
nur 0.1934 0.0019 0.0234
tel 0.4528 0.6880 0.3417
ALL 0.4708 0.8217 0.0059



design and parameter settings. Still, students man-

aged to find at least as good results with the white-

box approach as with the black-box approach. In

this way, students also showed that they understand

the white-box design as it helped them to achieve

competitive results. Therefore, we accept Hypoth-
esis 1.

We further report results on perceived under-

standing, perceived usefulness, and perceived ease

of use.

Users’ experiences with white-box algorithms

show more understanding than with black-box

algorithms.White-box usage had average perceived

understanding of 3.62 (std. dev. 0.63) while black-
box had average of 3.3 (0.76). The difference was

significant on a 0.05 level (t = 2.159, Sig = 0.036), so

we accept Hypothesis 2.

As perceived understanding of users contributes

to successful adoption of a system [3,14,8,9], we

believe that this result shows that it is expected that

students will accept the proposed system, which will

help them to better explore data mining algorithms
and enable them to have a better understanding of

the proposed algorithms.

White-box design can be applied in educating

students in data mining; as except objective benefits

students can achieve (better results, better testing of

algorithms and their parts) users have better per-

ceived understanding. Because of that, we believe

that users will better accept the proposed system
than a black-box system for educational purposes.

Regarding perceived usefulness, white-box usage

scored a perceived usefulness of 3.3 (std. dev. 0.66)

while black-box had average of 3.5 (0.76). The

difference was insignificant (t = –1.587, Sig =

0.119) so, in this sample, there is no evidence that

H3 is not true.

As for ease of use, white-box usage scored a
perceived ease of use of 2.6 (std. dev. 0.7) while

black-box scored 3.42 (0.9). The difference was sig-

nificant on a 0.0001 level (t = 6.188, Sig < 0.0001).

Black-box users perceived more ease of use than

white-box users, and therefore we also accept H4.

We also report the average time needed for

students to work with white box algorithms and

black-box algorithms, as an objective ease of use
criteria. Students needed average of 30.07 (9.27)

minutes with the white-box approach and average

of 19.53 (6.23) minutes for running 10 times the

black-boxes algorithms. The time needed for white-

box design was significantly higher (t = 50.78, Sig <

0.0001).

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we evaluated the white-box algorithm

platform for decision trees—WhiBo. It is a newly

proposed platform for design of algorithms and

better exploration of performance of algorithms

and their parts. The mainstream in engineering

data mining education is using algorithms as

black-boxes which hide algorithm details from the

user. We were interested how the newly proposed
white-box would be useful for engineering educa-

tion compared to the state-of the art. Therefore, we

conducted an experiment testing users’ perceiving of

white-box and black-box algorithms. Our findings

are the following:

1. Withwhite-box algorithms, students can find as

good algorithms as with black-box algorithms.

Although it was more complicated for students

to search through the white-box algorithms

space, they showed enough understanding to
find competitive results with the black-box

approach. Additionally, on two datasets,

some black-box algorithms were part of the

most accurate algorithms (‘‘car’’, and ‘‘tel’’) so

no difference between black-box and white-box

algorithms could be found in any way.

2. Students had better understanding with the

white-box approach, so it is expected, based
on the findings fromprevious research that they

would continue to use it.

3. The proposed approach is found as useful as the

prevalent black-box approach.

4. The white-box approach is more difficult to use

than the black-box approach. However, users

are willing to use more complex models if they

understand the benefits such a system could
provide to them.

We conclude that students perceivedWhiBowell,
sowe conclude that it can be beneficial to useWhiBo

in the process of teaching student’s data mining

algorithms and data mining education, because it

can help students understand the algorithms better,

and achieve better results in data mining.
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Appendix A—The questionnaire

Perceived understanding

1. I think I could easily adapt algorithms to data.

2. Better understanding of data would help me choose better algorithms.

3. If I wasn’t satisfied with the results, I had many options to try to improve my algorithms.

4. I feel that the algorithms I’ve used are very applicable for solving real problems.

5. I feel that I understand the algorithm design.
6. Overall, I feel I have an understanding how the algorithms work.
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Perceived usefulness

1. Using the platform enabled me to accomplish tasks more quickly.

2. Using the data mining platform improved the quality of my decision tree models.

3. Using the data mining platform increased my productivity.

4. Using the data mining platform enhanced my effectiveness.

5. Using the data mining platform made it easier to build decision tree models.
6. I found the data mining platform useful for building decision tree models.

Perceived ease of use

1. Learning to operate the data mining platform would be easy for me.

2. I find it easy to get the data mining platform to do what I want it to do.

3. My interaction with data mining platform would be clear and understandable.

4. I find the data mining platform to be flexible to interact with.

5. It would be easy for me to become skillful at using the data mining platform.
6. I find the data mining platform easy to use.

Appendix B—Black-box algorithms user manual

CART

Splitting (numerical attributes): Binary ,,bn‘‘

Splitting (categorical attributes): Binary ,,bc‘‘

Split evaluation: Gini index ,,gi‘‘
Parameters (default; min; max):

� Maximum tree depth ,,mtd‘‘ (10,000; 1; 10,000)

� Minimal node size ,,mns‘‘ (1; 1; 1000)

� Minimal leaf size ,,mls‘‘ (1; 1; 1000)

� Pruning severity ,,ps‘‘ (0.0001; 0.0001; 0.5). 0.5 means more intense pruning

Strength: Accuracy

C4.5
Splitting (numerical attributes): Binary ,,bn‘‘

Splitting (categorical attributes): Multiway ,,mc‘‘

Split evaluation: Gain ratio ,,gr‘‘

Parameters (default; min; max):

� Maximum tree depth ,,mtd‘‘ (10,000; 1; 10,000)

� Minimal node size ,,mns‘‘ (1; 1; 1000)

� Minimal leaf size ,,mls‘‘ (1; 1; 1000)

� Pruning severity ,,ps‘‘ (0.0001; 0.0001; 0.5). 0.5 means more intense pruning
Strength: Speed

CHAID

Splitting (numerical attributes): Binary ,,bn‘‘

Splitting (categorical attributes): Significant ,,sc‘‘

Split evaluation: Chi-square ,,cs‘‘

Parameters (default; min; max):

� Merge parameter (0.05; 0; 1), 1 prevents merging
� Split parameter (should be leqMerge parameter) split threshold of previously merged categories (0.05; 0;

1), 1 – splits all merged categories

� Maximum tree depth ,,mtd‘‘ (10,000; 1; 10,000)

� Minimal node size ,,mns‘‘ (1; 1; 1000)

� Minimal leaf size ,,mls‘‘ (1; 1; 1000)

� Pruning severity ,,ps‘‘ (0.0001; 0.0001; 0.5). 0.5 means more intense pruning

Strength: Interpretability, grouping similar categories in same branches
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Average algorithm performance of CART ,,bn-gi‘‘, CHAID ,,sc-cs‘‘, and C4.5 ,,mc-gr‘‘

(Delibasic et al, 2011)

This is generally valid, and not necessarily on every dataset

Appendix C—White-box algorithms user manual
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Sub-problem Reusable component Parameters

Evaluate split

CHI SQUARE ‘‘cs’’

INFORMATION GAIN ‘‘ig’’
GAIN RATIO ‘‘gr’’

GINI ‘‘gi’’

DISTANCE MEASURE ‘‘dm’’

Stop criteria

MAXIMAL TREE DEPTH ‘‘mtd’’ tree depth (def. 10000, min 1, max 10000)

MINIMAL NODE SIZE ‘‘mns’’ node size (def. 1, min 1, max 1000)

Prune tree

PESSIMISTIC ERROR PRUNING ‘‘pep’’ confidence (def. 0.0001, min 0.0001, max 0.5)
MINIMAL LEAF SIZE ‘‘mls’’ leaf size (def. 1, min 1 max 1000)

Average accuracies of algorithm containing split categorical RCs: binary ,,bc‘‘ , significant ,,sc‘‘ and

multiway ,,mc‘‘ (Delibasic et al., 2011)
This is generally valid, and not necessarily on every dataset

Average accuracies of algorithms containing split evaluation RCs: distance measure ,,dm‘‘, gain ratio ,,gr‘‘,

gini index ,,gi‘‘ and chi square ,,cs‘‘ (Delibasic et al., 2011)

This is generally valid, and not necessarily on every dataset
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